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Abdulrhman Alkhodiry can’t get mad. 
He can’t even think about getting even. 
As a practicing Muslim during the month 
of Ramadan, Alkhodiry’s religion forbids 
him from thinking about, saying or doing 
anything that could hurt 
someone else. 
Ramadan is the holy 
month of Islam, during 
which Muslims fast 
during the day and focus 
on ways to become 
stronger in their faith.
During Ramadan, 
Muslims try to avoid 
reacting to situations 
with anger and learn how 
to respond peacefully.
Alkhodiry, a first 
year English as a 
Second Language international student from 
Qassimy, Saudi Arabia, said learning to 
respond to frustrating situations without 
getting angry can be rewarding. 
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▼    International
    reach
A search committee is look-
ing for a new international 
officer page 3
UPCOMING
▼ On Thursday
Western community 
members are headed 
to Belize to offer medical 
and dental assistance
▼Next Tuesday
Western’s Habitat for 
Humanity chapter is 
building a house for a 
single mother and her 
three children
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▼    Boys in blue
Four people with campus 
police were honored for help-
ing to save a student’s life 
this summer page 11
Herald
INSIDE
Up ‘til 
Dawn ups 
goals
CHRIS BYRNE
Herald reporter
Western ranked in top 10 
schools last year
Western will attempt to outperform 230 
other schools nationwide in the St. Jude 
Children’s Research Hospital program Up 
‘til Dawn this year.
Up ‘til Dawn is a student-run program 
that helps St. Jude raise money for patients. 
Western has participated for several years, 
and it was ranked in the top ten donators 
last year, said Amy Jackson, collegiate 
marketing representative with St. Jude.
Western raised more than $106,000 
last year. The top college, California State 
University, Chico, raised $189,000.
Kelly Stinson, executive director of Up 
‘til Dawn and a senior from Jeffersonville, 
Ind., said she is pushing Western students 
and faculty to donate as much as possible 
this year.
“They have a fighting chance because of 
our fundraising effort,” Stinson said.
The program consists of a letter writing 
event and a finale, among other events.
Ky. senators, organizations 
oppose college cost act
President Bush signed the act into law on Sept. 27
SUSIE LAUN
Herald reporter
On its surface, the 
College Cost Reduction 
and Access Act will help 
more students get college 
degrees, but many Kentucky 
educational organizations and 
representatives were against 
the bill.
President Bush signed the 
act into law on Sept. 27 because 
it will give low-income students 
the chance to go to college, 
according to a White House 
press release.
Kentucky senators Mitch 
McConnell and Jim Bunning 
voted against the bill.
McConnell got letters from 
several state organizations 
opposing the bill, such as the 
Kentucky Education Cabinet, 
the Council on Post-Secondary 
Education and the Kentucky 
Education Association, 
according to a press release.
Kentucky Higher Education 
Assistance Authority and The 
Student Loan People were also 
against parts of the bill.
Congress passed the act in 
September.
The bill passed in the House 
of Representatives with a vote 
of 292-97 and in the Senate 
with a vote of 79-12. 
Some officials favored the 
bill because it will significantly 
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Ramadan 
is health 
opportunity
CHRISTINA ALLEN
Herald reporter
Fasting helps Muslims deal 
with internal struggle
RAMADAN
One student’s 
obeservation of 
the holiday 
around campus
S e e  D AW N ,  p a g e  1 0
W ith fall and winter sports taking top order at Western, the Hilltopper 
Bass Club is making its own mark on 
the national stage.
Since the team’s inception in February, 
it has risen to the top of the Collegiate 
Bass Fishing world, placing second out of 
83 teams representing 48 schools in the 
Collegiate Bass Fishing Championships 
at Lake Lewisville near Dallas, Texas on 
Sept. 27-29.
“I’m thrilled to death that we were able 
to do this well,” Club President Adam 
Hock said. “Not only to get our name 
out throughout the whole country, but 
also campus-wide and to try to bring 
more members into the club.” S e e  R A M A D A N ,  p a g e  1 0
Reelin’
it in
(Top) A member of the Hilltopper Bass Club nets a fish during 
the club’s qualifying tournament. 
(Middle) Crescent Springs senior Nathan Baum attaches a 
new lure to his fishing pole while Erlanger senior Adam Hock 
fishes during the Hilltopper Bass Club’s qualifying tournament 
at Barren River Lake. Baum and Hock placed second out of 83 
teams at the National Collegiate Bass Fishing Championships. 
(Bottom) Hock holds his only catch during the first round of the 
Hilltopper Bass Club’s qualifying tournament. Though Hock and 
his partner, Baum, lost the tournament they will be represent-
ing the club at a Collegiate Bass Anglers Association national 
tournament. 
LUkE SHARRETT/HERALD
EVAN SISLEY/HERALD
EVAN SISLEY/HERALD
$200
6.8
3.4
$5,000
The amount maximum Pell grant 
awards will increase during the 
2008-10 academic years.
The current interest rate for Stafford 
and other federally backed loans.
Amount to which the interest rate on 
Stafford and other federally backed loans 
will be reduced from 2008-13.
Amount in loan forgiveness over a 
period of five years for those 
employed in areas of national need.
Source: govtrack.us.
▼    Undefeated
Volleyball remains 
undefeated in Sun Belt 
Conference play with a 6-0 
record page 14
Hilltopper Bass Club 
enjoys early success
DAVID HARTEN  u HERAlD REPORTER
VISIT US @
WKUHERALD.COM
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going on
OCT. 9 - 16
Oct. 9
Majors Fair
Time: 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Place: Garrett Auditorium
Contact: Academic Advising, 745-5065
Concert: Lee Quick
Time: noon to 1 p.m.
Place: Java City
Contact: University Libraries, 745-4502
S’mores Clinic
Time: 5 to 8 p.m.
Place: The Preston Center
Contact: Luke Bartlett
Campus Girl Scouts meeting
Time: 5 to 6 p.m.
Place: Tate Page Hall, Room 420
Margaret Mead Traveling Film and Video Festival
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: Mass Media and Technology Hall
Film: “El Immigrante”
X-Box Tournament
Place: DUC Theater
Contact: Campus Activities Board 745-2459
Oct. 10
Recital: Guest Violinist Jonathan Chu
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: fine arts center recital hall
Contact: Bill Scott, 745-3751
Oct. 11
Lecture: Dr. Richard Grinker addresses autism
Time: 9:35 to 11:30 a.m.
Place: Grise Hall auditorium
Contact: Laura Reynolds, 745-2659
National Depression Screening Day
Time: 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Place: Downing University Center
Contact: Betsy Pierce, 745-3159
National Coming Out Day
Time: noon to 12:30 p.m.
Place: Centennial Mall
Contact: Dustin Milam
L.Y. Lancaster Lecture
Time: 6 p.m.
Place: MMTH auditorium
Contact: Ogden College, 745-4448
Presentation: Lincoln as a Lawyer with Brian Dick
Time: 7 to 8 p.m.
Place: Barnes and Noble Booksellers
Contact: University Libraries, 746-9779
Matt the Knife
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: DUC Theater
Contact: CAB, 745-2459
Oct. 12
Symphonic Band
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: Van Meter auditorium
Contact: Joe Stites, 745-3751
Oct. 13
Bluegrass Reining Horse Clinic
Time: 8 a.m., continues through Oct. 14
Place: Agricultural Exposition Center
Contact: Karen Kemp, 876-6180
Experienced Motorcycle Rider Course
Time: 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Place: Knicely Conference Center
Contact: Sharon Woodward, 745-1910
Morning at the Museum: Exploring Folk Art
Time: 9 to 10 a.m.
Place: Kentucky Building
Contact: University Libraries, 745-6082
Precious Memories Gospel Concert
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Capitol Arts Center
Contact: (270) 535-2444
The Medical Center 10K Classic
Place: Western’s campus, downtown Bowling Green
Contact: www.themedicalcenter10kclassic.com
Oct. 14
BGWSO Chamber Series: Autumn Collage
Time: 3 p.m.
Place: fine arts center recital hall
Contact: Mitzi Groom, 745-3751
Oct. 15
Homecoming 2007 Blood Drive
Time: noon to 6 p.m.
Place: Garrett ballroom
Contact: Gabrielle Hunt, 745-3151
Margaret Mead Traveling Film and Video Festival
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: Mass Media and Technology Hall
Film: “Shooting Under Fire”
Oct. 16
Last day to drop a full semester course with a “W.” 
Last day to change a full semester course from credit 
to audit.
Homecoming 2007 Blood Drive
Time: 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Place: Garrett ballroom
Contact: Gabrielle Hunt, 745-3151
National Alcohol Awareness event
Time: 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Place: DUC South Lawn
Contact: Health Services, 745-5653
2007 Study Abroad Fair
Time: 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Place: DUC, second floor
Contact: Reed Vesey, 745-5334
Stand Up Event
Time: 6 to 7:30 p.m.
Place: fine arts center ampitheatre
Contact: Americans for an Informed Democracy, Western 
chapter
Cultural Enhancement Series: Mamadou Diabate
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: Van Meter Auditorium
Contact: Mina Doener, 745-5402
SEND YOUR EVENT 
POST REQUEST TO 
calendar@chherald.com.
    
DAY
BY THE NUMBERS
Year baseball great Lou Gehrig 
appeared on a Wheaties cereal 
box. Gehrig was the first athlete 
to be featured.
1934
Source: www.wheaties.com/history
Year the first non-orange 
Wheaties box was released. The 
red and black package honored 
the NBA Champion Chicago Bulls.
1992
RepoRts
u Aaron Wright, McCormack 
Hall, reported on Oct. 3 his radio 
and loose change stolen from his 
1970 Chevrolet truck. The value 
of the theft was $120.
u Sandrice Parker, Pearce-
Ford Tower, reported on Oct. 2 
her cell phone stolen from her 
dorm room. The value of the 
theft was $105.
u Caitlyn Thompson, 
McCormack, reported on Oct. 
2 an assault.
u Whitney Cliburn, Gilbert 
Hall, reported on Oct. 1 her iPod, 
including headphones and black 
case, stolen from her backpack 
in Thompson Complex.
ARRests 
u Johnnita M. Gaines, 
McCormack, was arrested on 
Oct. 3 and charged with disor-
derly conduct. She was released 
from Warren County Regional 
Jail the same day on court 
order.
u Beau H. Taylor, 621 Clark 
Circle, was arrested on Oct. 2 and 
charged with reckless driving and 
driving under the influence first 
offense. He was released from 
Warren County jail the same day 
on a $500 surety bond.
u Blake C. Francis, 1619 
Westen Ave., was arrested on 
Sept. 30 and charged with care-
less driving, failure to signal 
and driving under the influ-
ence second offense. He was 
released from Warren County 
jail on Oct. 1 on court order.
u Lonnie J. Pike, 1926A 
Sandra St., was arrested on 
Sept. 30 and charged with care-
less driving, aggravated driving 
under the influence first offense 
and having an open alcohol 
container in his vehicle. He was 
released from Warren County 
jail the same day on a $750 
unsecured bond.
Crime reportst
Times basketball legend Michael 
Jordan has appeared on a 
Wheaties box, including appear-
ances with the Chicago Bulls in 
1991, 1993 and 1995. Jordan has 
been featured more than any 
other athlete.
18
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Candidates vie for 
internationalization
officer position
SUSIE LAUN
Herald reporter
The search for a new chief 
international officer has begun 
... again.
A search committee was 
formed last spring to hire a new 
officer and three candidates 
were interviewed, but none were 
hired, said Search Committee 
Head David Coffey.
Coffey said the committee 
members didn’t find a candi-
date who they thought would 
adequately do what 
was required.
There are five 
new candidates 
being interviewed. 
The interviews and 
forums began on 
Oct. 1 and will end 
on Nov. 5.
The candidates 
are Vernon Larson, James 
Ellis, Cornell Menking, James 
Gehlhar and Merrill Johnson.
Some job responsibilities 
include  overseeing interna-
tional student and scholar ser-
vices and study/work/internship 
abroad programs.
The position is important for 
Western to compete globally, 
Coffey said.
Larson visited Western 
on Oct. 1. He’s the partner 
and managing director for the 
Global Education Initiatives 
Consultancy in Wichita, Kan.
He said he’s interested in the 
position because Western is a 
well-respected university that 
is working toward getting more 
international reach.
Ellis came to Western 
Monday. Ellis is the director 
of Diversity Student Advocacy 
in Auburn University’s office 
of diversity and multicultural 
affairs.
Ellis has a doctorate from the 
University of Florida.
Menking will visit Western 
on Oct. 17. His public forum 
will be at 3:30 p.m.
He is the director in the office 
of international programs at the 
Universidad San Francisco de 
Quito in Ecuador.
Gehlhar will interview with 
Western on Nov. 1. His forum 
will be at 2 p.m.
He is the spe-
cial assistant in 
the office of the 
provost at the 
University of 
Tennessee. 
Gehlhar got 
his doctorate 
from Edinburgh 
University.
Johnson will be at Western 
on Nov. 5. His forum will be 
at 9 a.m.
Johnson is the interim direc-
tor of the school of urban plan-
ning and regional studies. 
“I think it’s a great opportu-
nity for someone who wants to 
devote full-time work to inter-
national needs,” he said.
All forums will be in the 
academic affairs department 
conference room.
Coffey said the search com-
mittee members will assess the 
candidates after they have all 
been interviewed.
They’ll send a recommen-
dation to Provost Barbara 
Burch, who’ll make the final 
decision. 
Reach Susie Laun 
at news@chherald.com.
The interviews 
and forums 
began on Oct. 
1 and will end   
on Nov. 5.
A Woodburn man is in 
critical condition at Vanderbilt 
University Hospital in Nashville 
after shooting himself in the 
head during a standoff with 
police that lasted nearly three 
hours on Oct. 2.
Bowling Green Police refused 
to comment on the charges the 
man, Brian McClure, will face.
Police said McClure was at 
Reservoir Hill on Main Street, 
where the standoff took place, 
to meet with officers about get-
ting help for mental issues.
The day before the stand-
off, police talked with McClure 
over the phone, he said. 
“He was very paranoid and 
agitated in the call,” Pruitt said. 
“He thought the Department 
of Homeland Security and 
the DEA (Drug Enforcement 
Administration) were following 
him.”
Police received reports ear-
lier that day of McClure making 
threats in a restaurant to kill a 
police officer, Pruitt said.
Officers were meeting with 
McClure at about 1 p.m. to take 
him for a psychiatric evaluation 
at LifeSkills, a provider of mental 
health, substance abuse and devel-
opmental disabilities services.
During the meeting, McClure 
pulled a 9 mm handgun. He 
began threatening himself and 
the officers, and the standoff 
began, Pruitt said.
The Bowling Green Police 
Department Critical Response 
Team began negotiations with 
McClure at about 2:45 p.m. to 
get him to lay down the gun and 
surrender.
McClure was calm at some 
points and irriated at others 
until the time he shot himself at 
3:30 p.m., Pruitt said.
Emergency response person-
nel used a flashbang, a device 
that emits light and sound to 
distract a person, said Todd 
Holder, public affairs officer 
with the Kentucky State Police.
Pruitt said McClure fired 
twice as he saw emergency 
responders approaching. One 
shot struck him in the head.
“It’s tragic that he was in 
such a mental state that he 
would try to end his own life,” 
Pruitt said.
McClure was taken to The 
Medical Center after the inci-
dent and then life-flighted to 
Vanderbilt later that night.
Reach the reporters 
at news@chherald.com.
BOWLING GREEN
Man critical after shooting 
himself in police standoff
CHRIS BYRNE
& CHRISTINA HOWERTON
Herald reporters
PHOTO BY NATHAN MORgAN
Brian McClure of Woodburn refuses to leave his vehicle at Reservoir Hill, uphill from the intersection 
of Park and Main streets.  Armed with a handgun, McClure threatened himself and police during the 
standoff that lasted nearly three hours.  Police attempted to resolve the situation with a flashbang, a  
device used to safely incapacitate the subject.  
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SUBMISSIONS
The Herald encourages 
readers to write letters and 
commentaries on topics of 
public interest.  Here are 
a few guidelines:
 
1. Letters should not exceed 
   250 words, and commentaries 
   should be 700-800 words.
2. Originality counts. Please 
   don’t submit plagiarized work.
3. For verification, letters and 
   commentaries MUST include 
   your name, phone number,
   home town and classification 
   or title.
4. Letters may not run in every 
   edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the right 
   to edit all letters for style, 
   grammar, length and clarity. 
   The Herald does NOT print 
   libelous submissions.
DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed 
in this newspaper 
DO NOT reflect those 
of Western’s employees 
or of its administration.
POLLPEOPLE
Editorial cartoons have been an instrument on opinion 
pages for years, often stirring the emotions, thoughts and 
attitudes of society. Today, more so than ever, headlines 
have been dedicated to the consequences they have creat-
ed. Internationally, we have seen the affects of the Danish 
cartoons – scores of people killed by Muslim extremists in 
outrage against insensitive imagery.  
Friday’s edition of the University of Kentucky’s stu-
dent newspaper, the Kentucky Kernel, is yet another 
example of racial and religious insensitivity that continues 
to plague our society, nation and world. The Kernel elect-
ed to publish a cartoon depicting a shirtless black student 
chained on an auction block, and being sold to the highest 
bidder of three fictional fraternities: Aryan Omega, Kappa 
Kappa Kappa (KKK) and Alpha Caucasian. As a result, 
more than 100 UK students and faculty protested and the 
Kernel’s editor-in-chief and cartoonist have made public 
apologies, according to the Associated Press.
It would be too easy for the Herald to point its finger in 
ridicule. Unfortunately, history reminds us of our shortcom-
ings when we too saw our newsroom filled with protestors 
due to racial insensitivity. Since that time (1995), we believe 
we have taken appropriate measures to ensure that we use our 
voice on the opinion page appropriately.  However, we have 
found that diversity in the newsroom is the only safeguard 
against the repercussions such imagery can cause.
As the Herald’s editorial cartoonist, I was fortunate 
enough to have objective critics of my work in the news-
room. In one instance, I attempted to tackle an issue 
involving the racial barrier on campus. I illustrated a 
number of minorities working together with Caucasian 
students to pull down a concrete wall labeled, “Racial 
Barrier.”  My intentions were to render a positive scene in 
which individuals from obviously different backgrounds 
and cultures could work together to achieve a common 
goal. However, when I passed my cartoon around the 
newsroom, some were offended. I was accused of rein-
forcing the stereotypes that already existed in our society, 
essentially defeating my initial intentions. I realized the 
imagery had overpowered my overall message.  The car-
toon was never published.
The Herald editorial board allots nearly half of its meet-
ing time on Tuesday and Sunday nights to the discussion 
of editorial ideas for its opinion page. Each board member 
discusses his or her stance on the issue. Collectively, we 
then decide what points we will make in our editorial and 
what imagery we would like to include to reinforce our 
position. Often, as many as a dozen cartoon ideas are ver-
bally rendered before the final collective decision is made. 
Although time-consuming, we believe our efforts to 
exhaust all the possibilities will leave us with no regrets. 
By doing so, hopefully we will never have to apologize for 
the cartoons or content we publish.
“Lately, over the past few 
years, I really don’t do 
anything for Homecoming. 
I have a job and I usually 
have to work.”
“Honestly, I don’t really 
think I’m going to be here 
for Homecoming. I’ll prob-
ably be out of town.”
“I go to the football 
game and stuff like that. 
I haven’t been looking 
into it much yet, but usu-
ally whatever is going on, 
whatever everyone else is 
doing.”
“The step show. I just like 
seeing the new steps they 
come out with and my 
friends from other schools 
come down.”
Robert E. 
Davis
senior
Gallatin,
Tenn.
Tiffanie 
Doolen
sophomore
Evansville,
Ind.
Geoffrey
McMahon
sophomore
Bardstown
Jazmihn
Troxler
freshman
Russelville
Cartooning with care
A lengthy editorial review process is designed to make 
sure opinion page art provokes thought, not outrage
LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
What are you planning 
to do for Homecoming?
A cartoon strip by Annie Erskine
Volunteers' efforts 
essential to festival
Hats off to the great stu-
dent volunteers who helped 
make the Bowling Green 
International Festival such as 
success. Dozens of students 
worked Friday night and in 
shifts on Saturday from 7 
a.m. to nearly midnight. They 
assembled equipment and 
placed it where it needed to be 
throughout Fountain Square 
Park. They set up the markers 
to locate the booths for vend-
ers, performers, and cultural 
exhibits. They directed traf-
fic, helped man information 
booths, and solved problems 
when they arose. And then 
when the Festival was over, 
they disassembled everything, 
stacked tables and chairs, 
loaded up all the equipment 
and even cleaned up the Park. 
A festival of this size and 
complexity would be impos-
sible without so many capable 
volunteers. Muchas gracias, 
spacibo bolshoi, danke schon, 
xie xie, asante sana, and merci 
beaucoup!
Dr. Larry Caillouet
Assoc Prof of Communication
Thanks to all involved 
with annual festival
As President of the Bowling 
Green International Festival, 
I wanted to send a letter of 
thanks to all the students, fac-
ulty and staff of WKU who 
came out in droves to volun-
teer, support and attend this 
year’s festival! Once again, 
we were blessed with a pictur-
esque day and an enthusiastic 
crowd that exceeded atten-
dance records. It was won-
derful meeting and working 
with all the energetic, polite 
and smiling WKU faces. We 
look forward to having you all 
again next year! Many thanks. 
India Wilson-Hooks 
Bowling Green International 
Festival president 2007
Look both ways 
before crossing street
I sincerely hope everyone 
takes heed to this message. 
Just because there is a painted 
crosswalk on the road does 
not mean the pedestrian has 
the right of way. That striped 
area defines the area you are 
to walk across the street after 
you look both ways and there 
is no traffic. I am a former 
WKU student and I now work 
for a construction company 
that performs work daily on 
campus. I am on campus just 
about everyday and I have 
someone walk out in front 
of me everytime I travel on 
campus. Ninety-nine percent 
of the time those people have a 
phone glued to their head and 
staring straight at the ground. 
Big trucks can’t stop on a dime 
when you walk out in front of 
them. Don’t take for grant-
ed the vehicle approaching a 
crosswalk will stop, because 
they are not required to if there 
is not a stop sign. Please look 
before you cross the street. 
I’m pretty sure we were all 
taught this from childhood. 
 Joe Cooper
 Bowling Green alumnus
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
COMMENTARY
Dear professors: Please stick to the subject
Growing up, my mother and 
father taught me three basic 
principles for life: Treat oth-
ers with respect, keep an open 
mind and always remember 
there is a time and a place for 
everything.
That third lesson is one that 
I would like to expound on for 
a moment.
I'd like to begin with the first 
few weeks of class. I walked 
into one of my many classes, 
expecting to learn something 
that would help me fulfill one 
of my minor's requirements. 
As the class proceeded over 
the next few weeks, I started to 
wonder if I had signed up for 
a Political Science course by 
mistake.
My professor would begin 
the class speaking about the 
course material, and somehow 
would always relate the same 
material to the current govern-
ment. Which would be fine, 
if her relations would stay on 
the subject matter, but they 
don’t. In fact, since the course 
began this semester, I think I 
have learned as much about her 
political views as I have about 
the class material.
So far, I have learned that the 
professor is an extreme liberal, 
has found that people in other 
countries hate the United States 
and compares President George 
W. Bush to Adolf Hitler.
Yep, someone with a doctor-
ate uses the same comparison 
for the president as someone in 
high school.
This, my friends, is not what 
I came to college for.
The worst part is, this isn’t 
the first time this has happened 
in my 2 1/2 years on the Hill.
I am a conservative, but my 
point here is not to attack oth-
ers’ political views. Having 
your own opinion and express-
ing it is a great freedom which 
we have as Americans. If you 
think Bush should don a red 
armband and a tiny mustache, 
fine, just don’t include that in 
your lecture about a completely 
unrelated topic. 
Professors have more power 
than a lot of people on the cam-
pus because they speak to large 
amounts of students per day. This 
gives them the opportunity to say 
whatever they want at times if 
they feel compelled. This is a 
power that some professors have 
abused by going off on tangents 
and giving their opinions in cer-
tain ways that may offend, alter 
or even confuse a class.
A majority of the profes-
sors I’ve had are well-edu-
cated, well-informed people 
that relate real-world issues to 
course subjects in a way that is 
enlightening. It’s only the few 
who decide the information we 
need to learn in order to pass an 
exam isn’t good enough that I 
have a problem with.
It’s not the simple fact that 
the government is involved. 
There are some classes where 
rants and babble about certain 
topics is perfectly acceptable, it 
just seems like it happens more 
in classes where it isn’t.
So to the professors that 
honor their position as edu-
cators, thank you for uphold-
ing the values my mom and 
dad taught me. To the ones 
who want to rave about random 
occurances and things not any-
where closely related to what I 
came to learn, go find someone 
who cares.
The opinions expressed in 
this commentary do not reflect 
those of the Herald or the uni-
versity.
DAVID HARTEN
Herald sports editor
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The wait is over.
Organizations are finding 
out if they received the amount 
of money they requested for 
student activities.
The Student Government 
Association approved organi-
zational aid amounts on Oct. 2 
without making any changes to 
the original proposal.
SGA organizational aid met 
the expectations of some orga-
nizations, but not others.
Sports Club Coordinator 
Derek Hottell said the aid Sport 
Club Council received was ade-
quate.
“Org-aid is extremely 
important to us,” he said. “It’s 
our avenue to get funding for 
sports clubs and the Sport Club 
Council.”
Habitat for Humanity mem-
bers are excited about their 
award amount of $600, said 
Jessica Tinnell, secretary of 
Western’s chapter of Habitat 
for Humanity.
Members will use the money 
for housing projects, Tinnell 
said.
Thomas Weakley, the adviser 
for Campus Crusade for Christ, 
said the group received $185, 
although it usually receives as 
much as $500.
Baptist Campus Ministry 
also received $185, which is 
less than previous years, said 
Cherieth Lineweaver, SGA 
administrative vice president.
Lineweaver said she doesn’t 
provide information about pre-
vious award decision to the 
org-aid board because organiza-
tions’ eligibility circumstances 
change from year to year. Also, 
new members are appointed to 
the board every year.
That could account for 
changes in award amounts from 
year to year, she said.
Organizations run differently 
every year based on new lead-
ership, Lineweaver said. The 
actions of an organization one 
year don’t necessarily mean the 
organization will act the same 
way the next year.
“Each organization gets a 
clean slate,” she said.
One reason some organiza-
tions didn’t receive as much org-
aid this year as they have in 
previous years is they receive 
outside funding and are fairly 
self-sufficient, Lineweaver said.
Some org-aid board members 
also raised concern about sepa-
ration of church and state with 
CCC and BCM, Lineweaver 
said.
SGA shouldn’t be involved 
with religious organizations, 
but senators don’t want to leave 
them out of the program because 
they are student organizations, 
she said.
There was also not as much 
money to give to student orga-
nizations because many more 
applied this year, she said.
CCC is appreciative of any 
amount, Weakley said.
Organizations should receive 
checks by the end of November.
In other business:
New undergraduate senators 
were sworn in at the SGA meeting.
The 20 senators can now act 
as voting members of SGA.
“We’re ready to do a lot of 
great things,” Lexington sopho-
more Drew Eclov said. “This is 
going to be a really good year.”
Reach Michelle Day 
at news@chherald.com.
Student organizations 
receive financial aid
MICHELLE DAY
Herald reporter
CAMPUS GOVERNMENT
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ONLY AT MACY’S
GIFT INCLUDES
Diff erent Lipstick in Tenderheart, Dramatically Diff erent 1.7-oz. Moisturizing Lotion (full-size), 
new! High Defi nition Lashes Brush Then Comb Mascara in Black, Take the Day Off  Makeup Remover for 
Lids, Lashes & Lips, Perfectly Real Compact Makeup (in your choice of three shades), 
a Mini Bag, Cosmetics Bag and Travel Bag. Allergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free.
Merchandise and selection vary by store. Limited time only while supplies last. 13055
CALL 1.800.456.2297 and have your cosmetics delivered for just 4.95
NEW!  SUPERMOISTURE MAKEUP  
It’s the foundation that thinks like a moisturizer. 
Ultra-creamy yet refreshingly lightweight, it disguises unevenness with 
sheer-to-moderate coverage. Instantly puts dry skin at ease. 1.0-oz., 22.50. 
yours with any 21.50 Clinique purchase, a $50 value
free Clinique 8-pc. gift 
When Atlanta senior Saeed 
Jones decided to go to RedZone 
in September with a group of 
friends, he never imagined 
that it would lead to a boycott 
against the restaurant.
But Jones started the www.
facebook.com group “Boycott 
Redzone” after a bad experience 
there. The group had 228 mem-
bers as of Monday afternoon.
ARAMARK officials and 
some students said conditions 
aren’t bad at RedZone, and 
those with complaints should 
use the proper channels to voice 
their concerns.
Jones said there was a 10-
minute period during which the 
cashiers left the register and didn’t 
take anyone’s order while the 
group he was with waited in line.
The group members asked 
to speak to the manager about 
what took so long when they 
reached the front of the line 
after 45 minutes of waiting, he 
said.
Jones said the manager was 
harsh and annoyed with them, 
saying there was no time to 
explain.
“Our money is valuable, and 
when we decide to go some-
where, we want it to be some-
where decent,” he said.
“We’re not wanting them to 
roll out the red carpet, just not 
yell at us,” he said.
Jones said it’s the students’ 
responsibility to take action or 
nothing will change.
Hodgenville junior Ashley 
Litsey, who  was in Jones’ 
group that night at RedZone, 
said the manager was rude and 
condescending.
Litsey sent a letter com-
plaining about the manager to 
Dining Services Coordinator 
Roy Biggers.
She said Biggers gave her 
a reply that was polite and 
apologetic.
“It proved that someone did 
care,” she said.
Litsey said her experience 
might have been an isolated 
incident, but it’s an incident 
that will prevent her from ever 
going back to RedZone.
“It would have to be a dras-
tic improvement, because I was 
very disrespected,” she said. 
“It just goes to show that first 
impressions can last.”
On Jones’s Facebook group, 
several students have posted 
that they dislike that RedZone is 
no longer a sit-down restaurant, 
but is now a place where they 
must wait in line to order.
Biggers said the change took 
place in the spring semester, 
and the new system gets the 
food out faster.
Shepherdsville freshman 
Kandice McKnight said she has 
no problem with RedZone and 
will continue to eat there on a 
regular basis.
She said that sometimes the 
food takes a long time and the 
line stops moving when it gets 
full, but she avoids that by not 
coming during busy times. She 
said the staff has never been 
rude to her.
Biggers said he was unaware 
of the boycott, and said that 
the number of people going to 
RedZone has been higher this 
semester than it has been in 
previous semesters.
He said that nobody has 
contacted him with complaints 
about service, and he can’t 
see the comments posted on 
Facebook. 
Biggers said people should e-
mail him if they wish to complain.
“If people give us their feed-
back, that’s how things get 
fixed,” he said. “I have to at 
least know what their concerns 
are.”
Reach Laurel Wilson 
at news@chherald.com.
Students complain about RedZone
LAUREL WILSON
Herald reporter
CAMPUS LIFE
News briefst
Study abroad fair to offer 
students information
The study abroad office will 
host its annual study abroad fair 
at 11 a.m. Sunday on the third 
floor of Downing University 
Center.
The fair allows students to 
interact with faculty and other 
program providers, and get 
information about study abroad 
programs.
The study abroad office also 
provides support for interna-
tional programs, including ori-
entations, counseling and infor-
mational sessions.
WKU students participate in 
Mountain Dew campaign
Western is one of 50 campus-
es nationwide where students 
are participating in a campaign 
to promote Mountain Dew bev-
erages this fall.
The “Dew Crew,” which is 
in charge of getting students to 
think of original ways to incor-
porate Mountain Dew into their 
lives, is leading a promotional 
campaign for the product. 
Two crew members gath-
er new ideas, called Dew 
Creations, from students.
Students will then vote to 
choose their top 10 creations 
from Western and the winners 
will have a chance to compete 
at the “Dew Gallery,” the pro-
motion’s main event.
Contestants at the gallery will 
have a chance to win money, 
prizes and games.
Flu vaccinations to be 
offered beginning Oct. 19
Western and Bowling Green 
community members can get 
flu vaccinations at the annual 
flu clinic from 8 a.m until 1 
p.m. on Oct. 19 at the Health 
Services Center. The cost is 
$30.
The shot will be available 
after that day on a walk-in basis, 
during regular Health Services 
operating hours.
Clinical guidelines rec-
ommend that those wishing 
to receive a flu shot get one 
no earlier than middle to late 
October to ensure the vaccina-
tion remains effective.
Active employees and stu-
dents should bring a Western ID 
and proof of health insurance. 
Others seeking vaccination need 
to bring a form of identification 
and a health insurance card for 
billing purposes.
— Alex Booze
The team of Hock, a senior 
from Erlanger, and Crescent 
Springs junior Nathan Baum 
took home $8,000 for their 
second-place finish. They also 
received free equipment, food 
and accessories from various 
sponsors who equipped them 
on the final day of the tourna-
ment for finishing among the 
top five teams.
The success that the club 
has had came in short time. 
Hock said the team held its 
first meeting only a few weeks 
ago. The club started with five 
members and has since grown 
to eight.
Baum, who also serves as 
the club’s vice president, said 
the team’s success should help 
them expand their member-
ship.
“I’m pretty happy with our 
success early,” Baum said. “It 
really helps to get the team 
established on a national stage. 
We got started just talking to 
other schools about starting a 
team. They said they started 
with 12-13 members, and then 
they went from 12 to 40 or 50 
members.”
Earlier this year, the team 
competed against the the 
state’s other collegiate bass 
fishing clubs in the “Battle of 
the Bluegrass.” They placed 
third in that tournament.
The team success for Baum 
and Hock goes beyond this 
year. The two have been fish-
ing together since they were 7 
years old.
The team can continue its 
success next month in a col-
legiate bass tournament put on 
by ESPN along the Arkansas 
River.   
Reach David Harten
at sports@chherald.com.
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Bowling Green senior Terrez 
Dewalt wants to tell the world 
his story — and he wants to do 
it through his music.  
Dewalt is an independent 
rapper and singer, and goes 
by the name Rez D when he 
sings and Young Hustla when 
he raps.
“It’s like T.I. and T.I.P.,” 
Dewalt said of the similarity 
between his and rapper T.I.’s 
double identity. “I have a real 
passion for both singing and 
rapping.”
Dewalt’s childhood is his 
biggest source of his musical 
inspiration. He started making 
music when he was about 12 or 
13 years old.
“With my childhood, I was 
coming up in the struggle, and 
music gives me an opportunity 
to express myself,” he said.
Dewalt’s uncle, Danny 
Dewalt, has watched his neph-
ew grow up in hopes of becom-
ing a hip hop artist.
“He’s been into hip hop his 
entire life,” Danny Dewalt said. 
“Even back when beat-boxing 
was popular.”
With the struggles of his 
childhood constantly in his 
thoughts, Dewalt writes his lyr-
ics to reflect how he feels at the 
moment. 
“I rap about what’s real; I rap 
about what I’ve been through — 
‘that that don’t kill me, can only 
make me stronger,’” Dewalt 
said, quoting a lyric from Kanye 
West’s song, “Stronger.”
Dewalt has worked with 
Black Out Entertainment, 
Dice Down Entertainment and 
Vision Records, all of which are 
record labels located in Bowling 
Green. He is now working as an 
independent artist.
One of Dewalt’s biggest 
fans is his girlfriend, Nashville 
alumna Jocelyn Fernandez.
“He says I’m a tough crit-
ic,” she said, laughing. “I love 
his voice — it has this raspy 
sound.  Sometimes it’s not 
what you say, but how you 
say it.”
During his time at Dice 
Down Entertainment, the 
hip hop label Ruff Ryders 
Entertainment contacted 
Dewalt, along with other art-
ists signed to Dice Down 
Entertainment, to show they 
were interested in collaborat-
ing with them.
Ruff Ryders has boasted 
such rappers as DMX, Cassidy 
and Eve. Dewalt said he was 
honored to be contacted by 
such a major record label.
“We knew that we had the 
talent to make it, but we hadn’t 
been exposing ourselves, so 
that made us all feel really 
good that we could get con-
tacted by them,” Dewalt said.
Fernandez said she knows 
that Dewalt has the talent to 
make it; he only needs to get 
noticed.
“I absolutely support him,” 
Fernandez said.  “I wish he 
would get more publicity, 
because he’s really talented.”
Dewalt said he grew up with 
performer Big V of Nappy 
Roots, a hip hop group that 
originated in Bowling Green 
and was made famous by their 
2002 hit “Aw Naw.” 
 He hopes to surpass the 
group’s success someday.
“In five years, I want to be 
living in a big house on a hill, 
and my music is what’s going 
to get me there,” Dewalt said. 
“I know I have what it takes, 
and all I need is the right expo-
sure.”
Reach Emily Ulber 
at diversions@chherald.com.
 
EMILY ULBER
Herald reporter
WHAT’S YOUR STORY
Senior strives to ignite 
passion through music
“With my child-
hood, I was 
coming up in the 
struggle, and 
music gives me 
an opportunity to 
express myself. ”
— Terrez Dewalt
Bowling Green, Senior
got herald?
Get your Herald fix every Tuesday & Thursday or online at wkuherald.com
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JAKE STEVENS/HERALD
Franklin Freshman Josh Phillips, left, drives his father’s boat on Barren River Lake with Albany 
freshman Michial Conner. Phillips and Conner, who had never met before, competed in the bass 
fishing tournament as a team.
LUKE SHARRETT/HERALD
Members of the Hilltopper Bass Club prepare to dock after 
finishing the first of the qualifying tournament’s two rounds.
Reelin’ it in
ALEX SLITZ/HERALD
Terrez Dewalt
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1 Large 1-Topping Stuffed Crust for $9.99 
                                                                       Offer Expires 12-30-07
Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per person per visit at participating Pizza Hut
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or Delivery where available. Limited delivery area. Delivery charge may apply.
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2 Medium 1-Topping Pizzas for $10.99 
Valid on Pan, Thin ’N Crispy or Hand Tossed Crust    Offer Expires 12-30-07
Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per person per visit at participating Pizza Hut
locations. Not valid in combination with any other special offer or coupon. Valid on Dine-In, Carryout
or Delivery where available. Limited delivery area. Delivery charge may apply.
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1 Large 1-Topping Pizza & Order of 
Cheesesticks OR Quepapas for $13.99 
Valid on Pan, Thin ’N Crispy or Hand Tossed Crust    Offer Expires 12-30-07
Please mention coupon when ordering. One coupon per person per visit at participating Pizza Hut
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or Delivery where available. Limited delivery area. Delivery charge may apply.
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increase funding for Pell grants 
and lower interest rates on 
Stafford loans over the next 
four years.
There’s also a provision that 
will allow borrowers to repay 
federal loans based on their 
salary after college.
Much of what was included 
in the bill will have a negative 
effect on Kentucky students, 
said Jo Carole Ellis, vice 
president of government 
relations and student services 
at KHEAA and The Student 
Loan People.
According to an 
informational document 
provided by KHEAA, the 
act doesn’t provide new 
investments into higher 
education, but redirects money 
that is already being used to 
benefit Kentucky students and 
families.
The bill will cost Kentucky 
$8 million in its first year of 
implementation, Ellis said.
The bill doesn’t provide new 
money to students, she said. 
The money that will be lost 
is currently being used to give 
Kentucky students borrower 
benefits, student aid awards 
and outreach programs.
Most of Kentucky student 
loans come from state-chartered, 
nonprofit organizations, such 
as KHEAA, that filter money 
back to borrowers, the Herald 
previously reported.
Ellis said that KHEAA 
and The Student Loan People 
support an increase in Pell 
grants and lower interest rates 
for students.
The act budgets for the 
maximum Pell grant award to 
increase from $4,310 in 2007 
to $5,400 by 2012, according 
to www.whitehouse.gov. 
Reach Susie Laun 
at news@chherald.com.
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Participants send pre-
written letters to friends and 
family telling them about 
St. Jude and asking for 
donations.
There will be door prizes 
and three trips to Cancun, 
Mexico given away, said 
Danielle Osborne, a junior 
from Brentwood, Tenn. and 
public relations chairwoman 
for Up ‘til Dawn at Western.
Participants who write 50 
or more letters will be entered 
into a drawing for the trips, 
Osborne said.
Big Red, WBKO, singers 
and patient speakers will be 
at the letter writing event, 
Stinson said.
The letters help to raise 
awareness of St. Jude and 
bring in support, Jackson 
said.
Patients at St. Jude are 
treated regardless of whether 
they can pay, so it costs about 
$1.2 million per day to run 
the hospital, Jackson said.
The finale event requires 
participants to stay awake all 
night to promote St. Jude.
“They do this to honor 
the patients and their parents 
who have so many sleepless 
nights,” Jackson said.
Teams compete in various 
events throughout the year to 
accumulate points.
Stinson said Up ‘til Dawn is 
one of the easiest fundraisers 
to be a part of.
“People simply have to ask 
for donations,” Stinson said. 
“And it helps people to live 
the lives we’ve all had the 
opportunity to live.”
Jackson said she couldn’t 
express how much the support 
from this event means to the 
families.
“If you could see the look 
of the patients when they 
come in — they’re absolutely 
devastated,” said Jackson. 
“But the one thing St. Jude 
can provide is hope.”
Reach Chris Byrne
 at news@chherald.com.
Dawn
Cost
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“When you get angry, you 
might do or say something 
wrong,” he said.
Alkhodiry said learning 
to deal with frustration in a 
peaceful manner is spiritually 
healthy and can help a person 
become less stressed. He said it 
is challenging but rewarding.
“It’s good to learn to live a 
life without anger,” he said. 
Soleiman Kiasatpour, an 
assistant political science 
professor, said Ramadan 
is about learning how to be a 
better Muslim. Abstaining from 
unlawful thoughts is one aspect 
of Ramadan observance, he said. 
The concept of fasting and 
reflection is related to the 
Islamic philosophy of jihad, he 
said. Jihad is an Islamic term 
that literally means “to strive,” 
or “to struggle.” 
Kiasatpour said Ramadan 
is like an inward jihad, a 
struggle against oneself that 
helps strengthen one’s faith. 
Abstaining from food, drink and 
unlawful thinking is difficult, 
but Muslims enjoy a sense of 
spiritual growth and fulfillment 
from the process.
Alkhodiry said during 
Ramadan, one must not react 
angrily even when someone 
attacks one’s religious beliefs.
“You just accept it,” he said. 
“When I’m fasting, I’m not 
allowed to say bad things, or 
fight, or get angry.”
According to the Eastern 
Mediterranean Health Journal, 
the month of Ramadan helps 
Muslims who wish to improve 
their mental health.
Ramadan provides a good 
opportunity for Muslims to break 
unhealthy social habits, resolve 
conflicts and achieve mental 
peace, wrote T. A. Baasher, a 
professor of psychiatry at the 
University of Khartoum, Sudan. 
Baasher also wrote that 
some alcohol or drug-dependent 
Muslims use the holy month 
as a chance to overcome their 
addictions. 
Alkhodiry and his friends 
have followed a similar 
philosophy this month by trying 
to stop smoking.
Alkhodiry said he tried to 
quit, but he switched from 
cigarettes to hookah instead.
Some of his friends are 
still trying to kick the habit. 
Alkhodiry said he plans to try 
again next year.
Reach Christina Allen
at news@chherald.com.
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RamaDan
Cultural Enhancement Series kicks off with 
Grammy-nominated musician
Mamadou Diabate, an internationally known 
kora player, will perform at 7:30 p.m. on Oct. 16 
in the Van Meter Auditorium.
The kora is a 21-string harp-lute played in 
Gambia, Sengal and Mali.
Diabate has released several recordings, includ-
ing “Behmanka,” which received a Grammy 
nomination. He was also named the 2006 World 
Music Artist of the Year by the American Folk 
Alliance.
Diabate’s performance represents the year’s 
first Cultural Enhancement Series event.
Cultural Enhancement Committee members 
are beginning the planning process for next year’s 
Cultural Enhancement Series events.
Committee members will meet during the next 
few weeks to begin planning for the 2008-09 
series.
The committee invites suggestions for events 
that campus community members want to visit 
campus.
Committee members try to select three or four 
events each year, and they try to incorporate a 
mixture of speakers and performance groups.
— Amber Coulter
Nationally “Noe”
On Oct. 3, junior setter Julia Noe was named 
the Collegiate Volleyball Update National Player 
of the Week. In a pair of Sun Belt victories over 
North Texas and Denver, Noe averaged 13.78 
assists, 2.56 and 2.67 kills per game.
Noe is the first Lady Topper to earn National 
player-of-the-week honors since 2003 when 
Amanda Schiff was honored by the American 
Volleyball Coaches association.
— Andrew Robinson
news bRiefst
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Business has increased three-
fold at the SIFE Print Center 
in Downing University Center 
since it opened in August 2006.
The increase in sales is the 
result of student employees mar-
keting to community businesses 
along with campus clubs and 
departments, said Tia Ackzien, 
site manager for I Know One 
Name Company. IKON is the 
center’s co-sponsor and a work-
flow services company.
The print center was rec-
ognized in the Journal of the 
National Association of College 
Auxiliary Services in April for 
the uniqueness and success of 
the program, said John Osborne, 
associate vice president of cam-
pus services and facilities.
The center is run by students 
who are members of Students 
in Free Enterprise(SIFE), the 
other co-sponsor. 
The students began market-
ing to Bowling Green business-
es during the summer by con-
tacting the businesses and hand-
ing out fliers, said John Lamon, 
a senior from Mt. Juliet, Tenn. 
Elizabethtown senior Lauren 
Kerulis said some businesses 
that print with them are Clark 
Chiropractic and MugShotz 
Coffee House.
MugShotz manager Meg 
Tracy said the coffee house took 
its printing business, including 
T-shirts, fliers and coupons, to 
the SIFE Print Center to support 
the students who work there.
The SIFE students who 
work in the print center con-
trol everything from maintain-
ing the equipment to order-
ing inventory and managing 
money, Kerulis said.
Lamon said working at the 
print center is a stable job because 
it’s sustained by students.  
“At other management jobs, 
they could find someone to 
replace you,” he said. “Here, it 
is about you.”
By managing the business, 
students  are gaining skills they’ll 
need to get internships and jobs.
Kerulis said working at the 
print center has given her a “one-
up” on other students who are 
applying for managerial jobs.
It would take at least two 
years experience at a profes-
sional business to be offered 
a manager position there, said 
Kerulis, copy specialist at the 
print center.
But she has been offered other 
manager positions because of her 
experience at the print center.
Those employers were 
impressed by the print center 
because the students built it from 
the ground up, Kerulis said.
Reach Christina Howerton
at news@chherald.com.
Print center sees increased business
CHRISTINA HOWERTON
Herald reporter
CAMPUS LIFE
POLICE
Campus officers recognized
CHRIS BYRNE
Herald reporter
Campus police officers saved 
a man’s life this summer.
They were honored Thursday 
at the fall break brunch at 
Downing University Center.
Detective Sgt. Brian Ward, 
Sgt. Mike Waldrop and Officer 
Tyler Clark each received a 
Distinguished Life-Saving Award. 
Communications Officer Sue 
Cromer received a Distinguished 
Professionalism Award.
The officers received the 
awards because of their response 
to Radcliff freshman Jeff Morning 
collapsing with a heart attack in 
Preston Center on July 17.
Morning was playing basket-
ball at Preston when he collapsed 
and began having convulsions, 
according to a police report.
One of the Preston staff 
members located Ward, 
who was working out at the 
time. Dr. Phil Singer was 
also at Preston, and assisted 
Ward in performing CPR on 
Morning.
Waldrop and Clark arrived 
before the ambulance. Clark 
assisted in giving CPR and 
Waldrop used an automated 
external defibrillator from his 
squad car to perform three life-
saving shocks.
It was the first time in the 
history of the department that 
somebody had to use a defibril-
lator, Waldrop said.
Officers are required to take a 
course with the Red Cross once 
a year, which is why the officers 
were so effective, Waldrop said.
The men sustained Morning 
until an ambulance arrived 
and took him to The Medical 
Center.
Cromer was recognized 
because she relayed informa-
tion efficiently between the 
officers and emergency medi-
cal officials, said Capt. Mike 
Dowell, public information 
officer with campus police.
Morning has made a full 
recovery and is in school again, 
Dowell said.
“It’s especially important 
for our agency to recognize 
these individuals with this 
award at the fall break brunch,” 
Dowell said. “It showcased the 
officers’ professionalism and 
their commitment to the uni-
versity to the faculty and staff 
attending the brunch.”
Reach Chris Byrne 
at news@chherald.com.
STREET CLOSINGS
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13
UNIvERSITY BOULEvARD
From Creason to 31-W Bypass  6:00am – 8:50am
From Creason to Diddle Arena  7:50am – 8:30am
CHESTNUT STREET
From 31-W Bypass to Main Street  7:15am – 9:30am
From Main Street to 2nd Avenue  8:10am – 9:30am
STATE STREET
From 14th Avenue to Main Street  7:15am – 9:30am
From Main Street to 2nd Avenue  8:10am – 9:30am
COLLEGE STREET
From 14th Avenue to Main Street  7:15am – 9:30am
Main Street to 2nd Avenue  8:10am – 9:30am
CENTER STREET
From 13th Avenue to Main Street  7:15am – 9:30am
Main Street to 4th Avenue  8:10am – 9:30am
KENTUCKY STREET
From Dogwood to 12th Avenue  7:15am – 10:00am 
ADAmS STREET / UNIvERSITY BLvD
From 14th Avenue to Old Morgantown Rd. 7:15am – 10:00am
NORmAL STREET
Closed to thru traffic   7:15am – 9:00am
*For more street closings visit http://www.10k.bowlinggreen.net/
*Schedule is subject to change on Saturday, October 13.
SCHEDULE
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11    
Midnight                                       
Online Race Registration Closes
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12   
3:00 PM - 9:00 PM
The Medical Center Health & Fitness 
Expo
T-Shirt Pickup, Race Registration and 
Electronic Chip Pickup,
The Sloan Convention Center
4:00 PM - 9:00 PM  
Citizens First Pasta Party,
The Sloan Convention Center
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13   
6:00 AM - 8:00 AM  
Day of Race Registration,
McNeil Elementary Schoool (near Start)
Southern Foods Breakfast,
Finish Line Tent Area
Electronic Chip Pickup,
Starting Line Area
7:00 AM - 11:30 AM  
Free Babysitting Service,
Downing Center
6:00 AM - 11:00 AM  
T-Shirt Pickup,
Finish Line Tent Area
7:30 AM  
5K Competitive Run/Walk
7:50 AM  
1.5 Mile Fun Walk
No Running
8:25 AM  
10K Wheelchair Race
8:30 AM  
The Medical Center 10K Classic
No Rollerblades, Strollers or Pets
9:30 AM  
Southern Foods Post-Race Snack,
Finish Line Tent Area
10:00 AM  
Course Closed
All runners and walkers must move to the 
sidewalk
11:00 AM  
Overall Awards,
Guthrie Bell Tower, WKU
11:30 AM  
$10,000 Cash Prize Drawing,
Guthrie Bell Tower, WKU
12:00 PM  
Age Division Awards
Guthrie Bell Tower, WKU
The Race for Everyone
October 13, 2007
10KCLASSIC
The Medical Center
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“Mamadou Diabate just 
makes brilliant music... 
beautiful, soulful precision... 
exceptionally creative...” 
- Miami New Times
Free & open 
to the public
October 16, 2007 
7:30 p.m., Tuesday
Van Meter Auditorium
Book Scholarship Raffle
For more information visit:
www.wku.edu/pcal/cultural/artscalender.com
At Xavier on Saturday, 
not even a rare move by the 
coaching staff could prevent 
the Toppers from dropping 
their fifth of their last six 
matches.
Western made a goalie change 
at halftime, substituting sopho-
more goalkeeper Pat Rickman 
for senior Kyle Schroeder. 
“The coaches decided before 
the game to do something that in 
twenty-four years of coaching I 
have never done,” said coach 
David Holmes of the change. 
“And that was to switch them 
out at the half.”
Western(1-7-3) dropped the 
match 2-1 to Xavier (6-4) on 
Saturday.
“We’re really just trying to 
look ahead to the three confer-
ence games in the next eight 
days,” Holmes said.
The Toppers got behind early 
as Xavier struck first in the 23rd 
minute, and again in the 40th 
minute of the first half.
The Musketeers out-shot 
Western 11-6 in the first half.
Western fought back to try 
to stay in the game, out-shoot-
ing the Musketeers 8-4 in the 
second half.
It paid off to a degree, 
with junior midfielder Sam 
Drummond scoring the first 
goal of his Topper career in the 
80th minute.
“It’s always disappointing 
losing to a team,” Schroeder 
said. “You want to come back 
and win.”
It was the first time Xavier has 
beaten the Toppers since the two 
teams started playing in 2003.
Western now focuses on the 
task ahead of them.
The Toppers open up Missouri 
Valley Conference play at 7 p.m. 
on Wednesday at Evansville.
“I think we will be consid-
ered the underdogs,” Holmes 
said. “Evansville is one of the 
top goal-scoring teams in the 
country, and they’re a very for-
midable opponent.”
Evansville beat Western last 
season 2-1 in overtime.
The Purple Aces are 6-4 so 
far this season and are on a two-
match winning streak. 
Since 2002, the two teams 
have split the four matches they 
have played. 
Evansville won 2-1 the last 
time the two teams met on Oct. 
27, 2006, but Holmes thinks 
the Toppers are looking to start 
playing their best soccer against 
the Purple Aces on Wednesday.
“From a coaching point of 
view, we need to convince the 
guys that the real season starts 
now,” Holmes said.
Western is a younger team. 
Almost a third of team members 
are freshmen. 
“It’s up to the older guys on 
the team to show the younger 
guys what conference play real-
ly means,” Downey said.
Reach Ryan Carey 
at sports@chherald.com.
RYAN CAREY
Herald reporter
Tops look ahead to conference play
u On Sept. 29, the 
Tennis Club team placed 
sixth in the Tennessee State 
Championships.
u On Sept. 29-30, the 
Ultimate Frisbee team host-
ed a tournament at the Hattie 
L. Preston Intramural Sports 
Complex. Western defeat-
ed Covenant, Appalachian 
State, Berea and Memphis. 
Overall, they placed second 
in the tournament and raised 
$2,100 for the club. 
— WKU Sports Clubs
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really got me was the team 
unity, and it just seemed like 
I would get a lot better here. 
The academics here at Western 
also had some to do with my 
decision.”
Marchionda praised 
Donahue for her drive and 
ability.
“Claire just really has a 
great work ethic,” he said. 
“She never misses practice and 
is willing to always train hard 
to get better.”
Donahue said she felt that 
Marchionda and Powell could 
push her and make her swim to 
her potential. 
She hopes to help the Lady 
Toppers return to the top of 
the Sun Belt Conference. They 
placed second and third the 
past two years following three 
consecutive conference titles.
“Western Kentucky is known 
for graduating 100 percent 
of their female swimmers,” 
Powell said. “Claire really has 
a great opportunity to be one 
of our best butterfly swimmers 
that Western has ever seen as 
long as she can stay smart, 
continue to work hard and 
choose a smart crowd.”
The Toppers begin their 
season at 1 p.m. Saturday 
against Delta State in the Bill 
Powell Natatorium.
Reach Kori Farr 
at sports@chherald.com.
Fly
u  Janet Jesang, Western 
cross country athlete, was 
named Sun Belt Conference 
Performer of the Week on 
Tuesday for her efforts at last 
weekend’s Greater Louisville 
Classic.
The Kampala, Uganda 
native finished eighth out of 
239 competitors in the wom-
en’s 5,000-meter gold race 
at E.P. “Tom” Sawyer Park. 
She paced the Lady Toppers, 
who finished sixth in the team 
standings, navigating the 
course in a time of 17:32.28.
Jesang was honored as the 
league’s Freshman of the Year 
last season, but this marks the 
first weekly accolade of her 
career.
 
u The Western softball team 
needed nine innings to defeat 
Louisville 4-3, after taking care 
of Northern Kentucky 10-6 in 
the first game of the Louisville 
Fall Tournament at Ulmer 
Stadium.
The Toppers are now 4-1 in 
their fall schedule.
They will wrap up their 
fall schedule on Oct. 20-21 
in Knoxville, Tenn., at the 
Tennessee Fall Tournament at 
Tyson Park.
u Third-year head coach 
Bruce Marchionda  announced 
the hiring of Rita Kalmikova 
and Reed Robelot as assistant 
coaches in the Western men’s 
and women’s swimming and 
diving program.
“Both coaches bring new 
blood and ideas to the pro-
gram,” Marchionda said. 
“I think they already have 
an impact on what we are 
doing.”
Kalmikova is a two-time 
Olympic team member for 
Latvia and a World Cup team 
member from 1996-2000. She 
was also named “Best Latvian 
Female Swimmer” in both 
1996 and 2000. Kalmikova 
swam for Lewis University 
in Romeoville, Ill., and was a 
two-time team Most Valuable 
Player and team captain. She 
was a five-time All-America 
and a three-time NCAA 
Division II qualifier. She 
served as a volunteer coach 
for the Latvian National Swim 
Team from 1997-2001 and 
as a senior swim coach for 
the Bolingbrook Swim Club 
from 2001-04. Since graduat-
ing from Lewis in 2005, she 
has been an assistant swim 
coach for Union College in 
Barbourville, Ky.
Robelot was a four-year 
letter winner for LSU and was 
a Southeastern Conference 
Scholar Athlete Honor Roll 
member from 1998- 2002. The 
Houston, Texas native was a 
volunteer assistant coach for 
Houston’s women’s swim-
ming and diving team and was 
the head coach for Houston 
Cougar Aquatic Sports last 
season. 
Kalmikova and Robelot 
will help in all aspects of the 
program, including on-deck 
coaching, recruiting, travel 
and dry-land training.
— WKU Athletics
MEN’S SOCCER
SportS brieFSt Club SportSt
E-mail us at
investigate@chherald.com
The lights may just get 
brighter for Siljendahl. Hudson 
said Monday that junior outside 
hitter Whitney McCory has 
suffered a back injury and is 
going to be out a significant 
amount of time.
So when it looked like there 
was going to be depth at the 
outside hitter position with 
Siljendahl peaking, that notion 
was thrown out.
“Our depth is at zero right now 
on the outside,” Hudson said. 
“So it is going to be (sophomore 
outside hitter) Brittany Bowen 
and Abbie, and they’re both 
capable kids. I feel really good 
about it.”
Bowen is producing right now 
as well.
She had 20 kills against UALR 
and is fourth on the team with 
2.55 kills per game. Junior middle 
hitter Megan Argabright leads the 
team with 3.97 kills per game.
“At this point in the season, 
it shouldn’t be too hard for us 
to step up,” Bowen said. “We 
definitely miss Whitney and it’s 
going to force us to step up and 
make plays.” 
Statistically, it was a nearly 
overnight improvement for 
Siljendahl.
Prior to Saturday’s match, 
Siljendahl had just 11 kills and a 
.095 hitting percentage in Friday 
night’s 3-0 (30-15, 30-21, 30-26) 
win over Arkansas State (6-13, 2-
5 SBC West).
Siljendahl said her off-season 
improvement came both on and 
off the court.
“I got into better physical 
shape and Travis really changed 
my approach and my arm swing, 
which has really helped me.”
Siljendahl said she is ready for 
the challenge of stepping up right 
now. 
“It’s nice to feel like you’re 
really needed,” Siljendahl said. 
 
Reach Andrew Robinson 
at chherald.com.
Sunday’s match against 
South Alabama went down to 
the wire. 
Freshman forward Mallory 
Outerbridge scored the game’s 
only goal, with just over a 
minute left in double-overtime, 
to give the Lady Toppers their 
seventh win in a row.
“It’s always good when you 
score,” Outerbridge said. “But 
in such a long, close game, 
with such a dramatic finale, it’s 
awesome.”
The Lady 
Topper’s were 
able to score 
despite being 
a player down. 
Senior midfielder 
Alicia Dalby 
was issued a red 
card following 
an altercation 
with a Jaguar 
player. She faces 
a two-game 
suspension.
The Lady 
Toppers only 
managed one 
goal despite out-shooting the 
Jaguars 18-3 on Sunday.
“We weren’t as clean in front 
of the goal as we were on Friday 
night,” coach Jason Neidell said. 
“I think we had opportunities 
to score a couple goals during 
regulation instead of waiting till 
overtime.”
Neidell said he and his 
assistants stressed patience 
against the tough Jaguar 
defense.
“South Alabama was very 
organized defensively,” Neidell 
said. “We were just telling our 
kids to be patient and that (a 
goal) would come. We stuck to 
the game plan and eventually it 
paid off.”
The Lady Toppers match 
against Troy on Friday was 
their third contest this season in 
which they scored five or more 
goals. They have won all three 
of those matches.
Freshman forward Danielle 
Hogue added two goals in the 
match. 
Dalby also added one 
goal, while Amanda Buechel, 
freshman forward and Sun Belt 
Conference player of the week, 
scored a goal. 
The scores 
gave her the 
outright lead 
in goals scored 
on the team this 
season.
The Lady 
Toppers current 
s e v e n - g a m e 
winning streak 
ties them for 
the longest 
winning streak 
in the team’s 
history. The 
inaugural squad 
accomplished 
the same feat during the 2001 
season.
“It’s a credit to this group 
of kids,” Neidell said. “They 
deserve the recognition. This is 
not just the best group of players 
assembled, but they’re playing 
the best soccer in the history of 
the program.”
The Lady Toppers’ next 
game is at 6 p.m. Friday against 
Arkansas State at the WKU 
Soccer Complex.
Reach Chris Acree 
at sports@chherald.com.
The 20-minute scrimmage 
consisted of placing the teams 
in different game situations. In 
addition to scoring touchdowns, 
each team could earn bonus 
points by making big plays.
The defense won the contest 
20-18, but the offense displayed 
potential in the final play of 
regulation.
Freshman quarterback Tyler 
Bruce connected with freshman 
wide receiver Derrius Brooks 
for a 92-yard touchdown pass.
“It was good to see because 
(Brooks) has great speed,” Elson 
said. “It’s something we’ll take 
advantage of in the future.”
Elson said a benefit of the 
contest is finding out who will 
contribute in the future.
Bruce and freshman running 
back Bobby Rainey were named 
Co-Most Valuable Players of the 
game.
Once dubbed the “Dust 
Bowl,” the game changed names 
when artificial turf was installed 
on Feix Field.
As a redshirt, freshman 
defensive back Ryan Beard said 
he has to build his own emphasis 
on practice with personal goals, 
like correcting his footwork.
“You don’t really have game 
emphasis,” Beard said. “You 
can’t concentrate on getting 
three interceptions in a game 
when there’s no game to play.”
Beard said he doesn’t feel 
left out, though.
“Coaches do a good job 
making practices intense for us,” 
he said. “They interact with us 
real well, so we feel just as much 
part of the team as anybody.”
Aside from the scrimmage, 
the bye week allows the Toppers 
who compete on a weekly basis 
some time for rejuvenation.
Sophomore center Lloyd 
Pressley said because Western 
had been working nonstop 
in both weightlifting and 
conditioning since the summer, 
the break has helped a lot of guys 
out mentally and physically.
“It’s great to be able to actually 
get a good break,” Pressley said. 
“We’ve been at it since almost 
the beginning of summer.” 
The Toppers (3-2) return to 
action at 1 p.m. Saturday at Ball 
State(3-3).
Reach Will Perkins 
at sports@chherald.com.
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Publisher’s Notice: All real estate advertised in this newspaper is subject to the Fair 
Housing Act of 1968 which makes it illegal to advertise “any preference, limitation, 
or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, or national origin, handicapped 
status, families with children, or any intention to make such a preference, limitation 
or discrimination.” This newspaper will not knowingly accept any advertising for 
real estate which is in violation of the law. Our readers are hereby informed that all 
dwellings advertised in this newspaper are available on an equal opportunity basis. 
Please notify the Fair Housing Council at 502-583-3247 or 1-800-558-3247 if 
you feel there has been a violation.
Classified Index
College HeigHts Herald
Classifieds
For Rent
1, 2 & 3 Bdrms. 
New 21 Station Fitness 
Center and Business Center. 
Adjacent to WKU shuttle. 
Call 842-4063 or visit
www.cameronparkapts.com
Close to WKU. 
1 Bedroom apartment. 
$325/mo. + deposit 
& some utilities. 
Call 796-7949 for more info.
Office Space for Rent
Large 1800 sq. ft. 
Location: 2052 Russellville Rd. 
Bowling Green, KY . 
Will re-model to suit your 
needs. For more information 
call 270-843-8722 or 
270-535-2886.
Several houses: 2 bdrm 1403 
Greenwood Ally $425.
3 bdrm 1301 Center $525. 
3 bdrm 814 Winona $550.
2 bdrm apt. 1425 State $425.
 All with Central heat and air. 
Available  now. 781-8307 
The College Heights Herald is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.
For Sale
••••••••••••••••••••
Lost & Found
Pets & Animals
For Rent
Pets & Animals
Travel
Textbooks
For Sale
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Help Wanted
Extra Nice Apartments
Newly REMODELED Inside
Must See To Appreciate
1359 High St.
3 Bedroom, 1 Bath Downstairs
Large Bedrooms
Hardwood Floors
Tile Kitchen & Bath
$900 month
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath Upstairs
Tile Kitchen & Bath
$500 month
Please call (270) 535-1155
••••••••••••••••••••
Want to place a classified ad??
$6.00 for the first 15 words
30¢ for each additional word
Don’t forget our deadlines to place a classified are: 
Tuesday’s Paper- 4pm Friday
Thursday’s Paper- 4pm Tuesday 
Look for “Birthday Shout Outs” in 
upcoming issues.
••••••••••••••••••••
Savannah Thomas, Classifieds Manager
Miscellaneous
For Rent Help Wanted Help Wanted
Call Today 270-782-8282 or visit
www.chandlerpropertymanagement.com
ApArtment  Hunting?
For Rent
Lampkin pLace
and
HiLLside apartment
communities
* One and Two Bedrooms
* Close to Campus
Call Abby, Jessica or 
Shannon for more information.
782-8282
www.chandlerproperty
management.com
$100 Deposit
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments.
Call 320-6425 for more info.
••••••••••••••••••••
Textbooks
Spring Break 2008
Sell Trips, Earn Cash & Go 
free. Call for Group Discounts. 
Best Deals Guaranteed! 
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, 
Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida. 
800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com
••••••••••••••••••••
Note to Readers:
The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false claims but 
cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads, 
especially when asked to send money or provide credit card information.
••••••••••••••••••••
Nice 2 bdrm apt for rent.
Close to campus. 1328 Adams St. 
$375/month. NO PETS. 
Lease and deposit required. 
Call 846-2397.
The College Heights Herald 
is now hiring for the following 
positions: Sales (Advertising 
Department),  Page Designers, 
Feature Writers, Sports Writers, 
News Staff, Artists and 
an Online Assistant. The Herald  
is a great Resume Builder! 
Come by Garrett Conference 
Center Room 122 to apply or call 
745-2653 with any questions.
Guys & Girls Haircuts $6.00
Barber College of South 
Central Kentucky. 782-3261 
Earn $800-$3200 a month 
to drive brand new cars 
with ads placed on them.
Please visit 
www.adcarreps.com
Call 745-2653 for more information.
We accept cash, Visa, Mastercard & Discover.
For Rent
Close to WKU.
2 Bdrm. house. $450/month
plus deposit & utilities. 
Call 270-796-7949.
All utilities PAID!
1 BR $539; 2 BR $589
3 Minutes to Campus!
Fitness/Business Center 
coming Fall 2007! New 
hardwood! Sparkling Pool! Now 
Pre-Leasing for Winter/Spring 
Semester. Call 781-5471
www.greenhavenapartments.com
••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••
Travel
••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••
Movie Extras. 
New opportunities for 
upcoming productions.
All looks needed no experience 
required for cast calls.
Call 877- 218- 6224
Undercover Shoppers
Earn up to $150 per day. 
Undercover Shoppers needed 
to judge retail and dining 
establishments. Exp. Not RE. 
Call 800-722-4791
••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••
Qualified bicycle mechanic 
with previous experience in 
bike assembly and bike repair. 
Good mechanical aptitude a 
plus. Please apply in person to 
Nat’s Outdoor Sports. 842-6211
••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••
A set of keys were found in 
front of Garrett. VW key plus  
other keys and gadgets on the 
ring. Call 745-2653 to describe 
and claim.
RogeR A. BRyAnt
Attorney at Law
(270) 846-4430
• Possession of Marijuana      • DUI’s 
• Speeding Tickets      • Traffic Violations
Payment plans available.
••••••••••••••••••••
Having puppies or kittens??
Sell them here!
Call 745-2653
Have any books to sell??? 
••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••
2 Bdrm, 1 bath duplex
One block South of Campus.
Central Heat and Air, Hardwood 
floors. $445/month.
Washer and Dryer included. 
Call 782-9805.
Mid-South Paint and Design 
is looking for a hardworking 
person to assist customers in 
selecting colors, greeting public, 
deliveries, and sales. 
Approx. 20 hrs. Weekdays, 
Mon - Fri, no nights. 
Qualifications include 
friendliness, dependable, 
interest in interior design, and 
self starter. Call Kirk at 
843-0194 or come by
107 Emmett Ave.
City of Bowling Green
Part-time Positions
CONCESSION ATTENDANT- Orders and sells food, drinks and 
snacks to the general public; excellent customer service skills 
required; 20-23 hours/week; weekend work required; $6.15 hr.
COMMUNITY CENTER ASSISTANT- Organizes, 
instructs & coaches indoor/outdoor recreational activities. 
Requires ability to obtain CPR and Standard first aid 
certifications; 25 hrs/wk, 40 hrs during the months of June 
& July, some weekend work required; Age 18+; $6.67/hr. 
plus vacation, sick, and holiday leave.
Applicants for employment should be obtained at City Hall, 1001 College Street, Bowling 
Green or from our website at www.bgky.org  
The City of Bowling Green is an Equal Opportunity Employer and a Drug-Free Workplace.
••••••••••••••••••••
Youth
test offseason
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“It’s always 
good when you 
score, but in 
such a long, 
close game... 
it’s awesome.”
—  Mallory Outerbridge
 Freshman forward
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▼ Today
Women’s golf at the 
Lady Indian Classic at 
Jonesboro, Ark.
Buechel named Sun Belt 
player of the week
Western women’s soccer 
player Amanda Buechel was 
named the Sun Belt Conference 
Player of the Week on Oct. 2.
The freshman forward scored 
three goals on only four shots 
against Florida International 
on Sept. 28, the Lady Toppers 
defeated FIU 5-0 for their first 
conference win of the season. 
Buechel’s first goal of the night 
came just one minute and 58 
seconds into the match when she 
found the bottom left corner of 
the net. Her second goal came 
off a shot from the right corner 
of the field, then hit the back 
post and bounced in. She added 
her third goal with 16 minutes 
and 10 seconds remaining in the 
first half.
The Cincinnati native leads 
the team in goals scored with 
five. She has only taken 14 shots 
on the year with eight on goal. 
Her shot percentage (.357) ranks 
second on the team and her 
shot on goal percentage (.571) 
is third.
Buechel has started four 
matches for the Lady Toppers 
this season while appearing in 
all nine contests. She has col-
lected 10 points, which is second 
behind senior co-captain Alicia 
Dalby’s 13.
– WKU Athletics
 
▼Men’s soccer
Tops fall at Xavier, 
begin conference play 
Wednesday at Evansville.
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▼Wednesday
Men’s soccer at Evansville, 
7 p.m.
VOLLEYBALL
Hitter’s offseason work 
yields improvement
Sophomore outside hitter Abbie 
Siljendahl appeared in 28 matches last 
year, had a hitting percentage of only 
.097 and averaged 1.42 kills a game.
So in the offseason, she worked on 
her game.
The dividends of Siljendahl’s off-
season work came most visibly in 
Western’s (17-4, 6-0 Sun Belt East) 
3-2 (30-35, 33-35, 30-26, 27-30, 16-
14) win over Arkansas-Little Rock(12-
7, 4-3 SBC West) Saturday night at 
Diddle Arena.
“I’ve kind of been waiting for it to 
happen,” Siljendahl said. “It came at a 
good time. It has definitely been a slow 
process.”
Siljendahl finished with a career-
high 19 kills and a career-best .630 hit-
ting percentage. She had just two attack 
errors, which came in the fifth game.
“Abbie has some ability,” coach 
Travis Hudson said. “She worked her 
tail off in the offseason to turn herself 
into a player, and what you guys saw 
in that match against Little Rock are 
things we’ve seen in practice on more 
than one occasion. But for whatever 
reason when the bright lights come on 
she hasn’t gone out and played at that 
high level.”
ANDREW ROBINSON
Herald reporter
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FOOTBALL
Youth shines 
in ‘Rubber 
Bowl’ game
The loudspeakers blared AC/DC’s 
“Thunder” Wednesday afternoon at 
Houchens Industries–L.T. Smith Stadium.
It was third down and Western’s defense 
was rallying with its “Third-Down Thunder” 
ritual.
The atmosphere had all the makings of 
Game Day. But there was no crowd.
Instead, there was Coach David Elson 
on his megaphone, chanting along with the 
tune.
“Na Na, Na Na, Na, Na!” Elson shouted.
Defensive starters joined in from the 
sidelines, cheering on their future replace-
ments in the Rubber Bowl 2007.
The annual Red vs. White scrimmage 
takes place during Western’s bye week 
each season, and instead of showcasing the 
Topper’s first stringers, the team’s youth 
got a chance at stardom. 
“It’s something our guys really look for-
ward to,” Elson said. “It gets frustrating for 
those guys to go out there and practice day 
in and day out knowing there is no game 
that they’re going to get to play at the end 
of the week.”
WILL PERKINS
Herald reporter
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WOMEN’S SOCCER
Lady Tops 
pass tough 
road test
CHRIS ACREE
Herald reporter
While most of the women’s soccer team 
played in front of an opposing crowd in 
Alabama last weekend, junior forward 
Kristin Cocchiarella had a little slice of 
home in the stands. 
Many of her friends 
and family came up 
from her hometown of 
Niceville, Fla., to see 
her play.
“Troy and South 
Alabama are always 
real big games for 
me,” Cocchiarella said. 
“I always have some 
friends and family 
there to cheer for me. 
In my mind they are 
bigger rivalries than 
everybody else thinks.”
Cocchiarella and the Lady Toppers may 
have ridden the slight crowd support to 
a solid performance in both matches this 
weekend, defeating South Alabama 1-0 on 
Sunday and Troy 6-0 on Friday.
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Kristin 
Cocchiarella
In her first semester of collegiate swim-
ming, freshman Claire Donahue is already 
leaving her mark on the Lady Topper 
program. 
On Sept. 29, Donahue set a new Bill 
Powell Natatorium record in 
the 100-yard butterfly dur-
ing the team’s Red/White 
Scrimmage. Donahue swam 
the race in 56.77 seconds, 
breaking the old record of 
57.31 seconds.
“It wouldn’t come as any 
surprise to me if Claire went 
out sometime during the sea-
son and re-broke her own 
record she set,” said assistant 
coach Bill Powell.
The Knoxville, Tenn., 
native established her record-
breaking ability early in team 
workouts.
During the summer, the 
swimmers all participate in 
training that Coach Bruce Marchionda 
likes to call the Run/Swim. They compete 
in a series of running and swimming events 
and then come together and combine both 
conditioning events into a race. 
Donahue tied two freshman time records 
during the first series of events and broke 
another record in the overall event of the 
Run/Swim.
“I didn’t do so well the first couple 
times through,” Donahue said. “So since 
(Marchionda) always tells us what the records 
are before we swim and run the events, at the 
end I was just really deter-
mined to get the record.”
Success in the water is 
something that Donahue is 
familiar with. As a junior 
in high school she was sec-
ond in the 100-yard butter-
fly at the Tennessee State 
Championships. As a senior, 
she was the state champion in 
the 100-yard butterfly.
“After my junior year I 
was really motivated to 
get first my senior year,” 
Donahue said. “I think that’s 
what pushed me to win.”
With success comes much 
notoriety. Donahue chose 
Western over Louisville, 
Clemson, and Tennessee.
“It was really close between Louisville 
and here,” Donahue said. “The thing that 
KORI FARR
Herald reporter
Phenominal Flyer
Freshman breaks 100-yard butterfly record early in career
“It wouldn’t come as any surprise to me 
if Claire went out sometime during the season 
and re-broke her own record she set.”
— Bill Powell,  Assistant coach —
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56.77
57.31
SECONDS
Freshman Claire 
Donahue’s new record 
in the 100-yard butterfly
SECONDS 
The old 100-yard 
butterfly record
CODY DUTY/HERALD
Knoxville, Tenn., freshman Claire Donahue practices the butterfly Monday. Donahue broke the Powell Natatorium 
record in the team’s Red-White Scrimmage last Saturday. Donahue has been swimming for six years. 
LUKE SHARRETT/HERALD
Louisville junior Megan Argabright celebrates with teammates during the Lady 
Toppers’ five-game win over the University of Arkansas-Little Rock on Saturday. 
Western remains undefeated in Sun Belt Conference play with a 6-0 record.
▼ Friday
Women’s soccer vs. 
Arkansas State, 6 p.m. at 
the WKU Soccer Complex
▼ Saturday
Cross country at PreNCAAs, 
Terre Haute, Ind.
Volleyball at Florida 
International, 6 p.m.
Cross country at MOC 
Classic, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Volleyball at Florida 
Atlantic, 12 p.m.
